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An Archaeological Overview of Weoley Castle, Birmingham 
 

Summary 

Weoley Castle is a fortified, medieval manor-house situated four miles to the southwest of 

Birmingham city centre in the historic county of Worcestershire (National Grid Reference SP 

02158275). The site entered into the ownership of Birmingham City Council in c.1930 and 

thereafter two campaigns of archaeological excavation were undertaken; between 1932 and 1940 

and 1955 and 1962. More recently the site has been subject to an ambitious initiative, “The Weoley 

Castle Development Project”, joint funded by Birmingham City Council, The National Heritage 

Lottery Fund and English Heritage. The aims of the project were to consolidate the surviving 

masonry, to increase community understanding of and involvement with the monument and to re-

assess the finds collection and surviving archaeological archive. The following reports form the 

third strand of the initiative, “An Archaeological Overview of Weoley Castle, Birmingham”. The 

project was undertaken by Barbican Research Associates, managed by Stephanie Rátkai and 

monitored by Birmingham City Museum and Art Gallery and was submitted in final form in August 

2011, consisting of a series of reports on the archaeological archive, the ceramic finds and the small 

(portable) finds etc. The reports were presented in PDF format and will be available on-line, hosted 

by BRA (see www.barbicanra.co.uk for links). Hard and digital copies of the reports will be held by 

BMAG at selected museum properties. It is intended that the reports will form the basis for a 

synthesised monograph publication intended to bring knowledge of this important monument and 

the results of its past excavations to a wider audience. 
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Deritend Wares: Figures A2.1 – 26 

 
It is not proposed to describe the fabric used for Deritend ware jugs here, as this information has 

been adequately summarised by Rátkai (2009; forthcoming a). Instead a series of annotated  images 

of vessels from Weoley Castle are given in order to give the impression of the range of forms 

present in conjunction with the information in the main text and in Oswald (1962;1964). 

 

Looking at the following images we can see that a great number of sherds were decorated with 

white slip, sometimes in the North French style in imitation of jugs from Rouen. The London-area 

potters were practised in this style and Deritend ware is so similar to the London-type wares that it 

has been suggested  (Rátkai  forthcoming) that a potter or potters came to Birmingham from 

London and set up business. They clearly must have had a ready market at Weoley Castle and it 

demonstrates that those living at Weoley were using pottery which was the height of fashion.   

 

Figure A2.1. WC1027 Rounded jug with bands of roller-stamped decoration 

Accession: 2000A2.48  Provenance: The Western Garderobe, North-East of site   
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The form and decoration on the jug (Figure A2.1 and Oswald 1962 Fig. 9, 27) appear more likely 

to date to the 13th century. The use of horizontal bands of roller-stamp decoration is less common 

on  Deritend jugs but it is known from the Bull Ring (Rátkai 2007, 93). No examples of this type of 

decoration were found amongst  waster material behind the Old Crown, Deritend, where the greater 

part of the pottery was decorated in the North French style. The roller-stamping recalls decoration 

found on Fabric ip9 jugs (see Appendix 3) and the roller-stamped Deritend  vessels may represent 

the output of a different group of potters in Birmingham working to a more regional style. The jug 

WC1027 is not only different in form from the white slip decorated vessels but is also potted to a 

poorer standard. It is hard to believe that the vessel dates to much after c. 1250 but its find spot 

suggests otherwise and that it must date to after 1264.  

 

This large jug was found, according to Oswald, before the Second World War, with seven white slip 

decorated Deritend ware jugs, including Fig. 8, 26, in the western Garderobe, which was situated in 

the north-east corner of the castle. This area has proved particularly resistant to re-appraisal because 

the surviving archive is not very informative but Linnane feels that there are a number of factors  

which make this interpretation improbable and has preferred to refer to Oswald's 'lavatories'  as a 

cellar. The vessel was evidently complete when discarded (or perhaps forgotten?). The eight 

Deritend ware jugs suggest a deliberate dump of material rather than accidental loss and the pottery 

group is perhaps more convincing as a cellar rather than a garderobe deposit. The cellar must have 

existed in the 13th century but was evidently not cleaned and maintained after the jugs were 

deposited.    

 

 

Figure A2.2 WC998 Baluster jug with white slip decoration  ware baluster jug 
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Accession: 2000A2.78  Provenance: WB 1962 ex A2 

 

 

This jug is more 'typical' of decorated Deritend ware jugs. It is difficult to be certain if the oblique  

white slip bands continued to form a lattice or whether they developed into a different pattern. The 

horizontal white band above the base, which delineates the extent of the decoration is common on 

the baluster jugs. There are several examples of vertical white lines terminating at the horizontal 

band. These vessels may have had the same type of decoration as WC998 or the vertical bands may 

have continued up to the neck-shoulder junction.   

 

The provenance probably indicates that the jug was from one of the wooden buildings on the 

western half of the castle. The jug was evidently found in association with Figure A2.3, although 

they appear to be from different vessels.    

 

 

 

 

  Figure A2.3:  Deritend jug sherd with white curvilinear slip design  

  

Accession: 2000A2.78  Provenance: WB 1962 ex A2 

 

Although several sherds with curvilinear patterns were noted, there were insufficient to reconstruct 

the complete design. Similarly fragmentary curvilinear patterns were recorded at the Old Crown, 

Deritend. 

 

The following jug form (Figure A2.4) is different from the norm having no outward flare at the 

base  (see Figure A2.2 above). It is decorated with vertical zones of white chevrons on the body and 

pendant white slip triangles on the neck. The neck decoration is known from the Old Crown, 

Deritend and can be found in combination with roller-stamped white slip designs on the body. The 

body decoration on WC1061 is broadly similar to that shown by Oswald (1962 Fig. 8 25), although 

there, the slip bands have been roller stamped. It is possible that the vertiacl zones between the 

chevron patterns has been coated with a thin red slip in order to produce a darker contrasting tone.  

The pattern on WC1061 is interesting because it is not confined by the shape of the jug.  
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Its provenance is a mystery but its relative completeness would seem to indicate that it was found in 

the Moat or is possibly one of the Deritend jugs from the western Garderobe (see above).  

  

 

Figure A2.4: WC1061 Deritend Ware Baluster Jug  

Accession: 2000A2.14  Provenance: Unknown 

 

On Figure A2.5 (below), the decoration of white slip has been intermittently and lightly roller-

stamped, most noticeably on the vertical bands. Several sherds were recovered with oblique white 
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slip bands which are likely to have come from a decorative scheme such as this. The jug is rather 

elegant but the design somewhat less sophisticated in concept that WC 1061 above. 

  

The vessel has been heavily restored and was at some point on display at Blakesley Hall. 
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Figure A2.5:  WC 67  Deritend ware baluster jug 

Accession: 2000A2.49  Provenance: Unknown 

 

 

NB originally recorded as WC242  

 Decorated Deritend sherds pre-dating the construction of the de Somery Moat  

 

Figure A2.6: WC1096 a-c: Deritend Ware jug sherds decorated in the North French style 

Accession: 2000A2.67  Provenance: 1+D (back far right), Tr5 WB F1 3 (slip decorated sherds),  Tr 

K ed S (base sherd)  

 

These sherds have been used to form a composite drawing which is illustrated in Oswald (1964, 

Fig. 50. 35). However, there has clearly been a mistake here, since two quite different vessels, both 

from Trench 5 Wooden Building (Timber Kitchen) Floor 3, are represented by WC1096a-c, which 

have been conflated into one design: 

 

Design 1 (centre of photograph) consists of a repeating pattern of a vertical red slip band, flanked 

by two vertical bands  white clay, which are then enclosed by two vertical bands of  single, applied 
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white clay scales.  

 

Design 2 (left hand side of the photograph) consists of alternate vertical bands of double, applied 

white clay scales and double plain bands.  

 

It is worth noting how little of these jugs was encountered under accession number  2000A2.67, 

since the drawing appears to indicate a far more complete vessel. 

 

A rather more unusual Deritend form (Figure A2.7) was noted amongst the pre-War material. This 

jug demonstrates features which have been noted at the Bull Ring and at the Old Crown, Deritend, 

namely the use of rilling on the neck and shoulder, although it is not usually so wide-spaced nor as 

deep, and the use of applied face masks to the neck or rim. The rilled or lightly grooved neck seen 

on this sherd is often found in conjunction with  a brushed white slip lattice on the body of the pot, 

although this seems not to be the case here. 

 

 

 

Figure A2.7: WC144 Rilled  Deritend jug 

NB not WC144 in finds register 

 

This partly reconstructed jug was found under  accession number 1990A 259. A further sherd from 

this jug (Figure A2.8, below) was found under a different accession number and  was decorated 
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with an applied face mask. The use of applied (somewhat sinister) face masks is not commonly 

encountered. It is yet another element of decoration which  belongs to the North French style. 

 

Figure A2.8: WC144 Deritend ware jug sherd with applied face mask  

Accession: 2000A2.20  Provenance:  Moat, Buttress of N entrance 

 

 

Figure A2.9: White slip decorated jug sherds 
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Accession: 2000A2.138   Provenance: Moat – various contexts 
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Figure A2.10: White slip decorated Deritend jug, with sooted interior and exterior 

Accession 2000.A2.89.5 Provenance: Uncertain (WB PB D 3/2) 
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Figure A2.11:  Deritend jug with rilling and white slip lattice (largely worn away)  

 

 

Figure A2.12: Showing detail of the jug surface and original glaze colour (top of handle) 
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Figure A.2.13:  WC113 Decorated Deritend jug sherd 

 

Sherd (Figure A2.13) although rather worn shows the use of red slip between lines of white clay 

(left hand side of sherd), and just discernible in the broader right hand band of white slip are applied 

white clay 'tear drops'. The sherd exhibits a similar type of decoration to that seen in WC1096 

(Figure A2.6 above). 
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Figure A2.14:  Deritend rounded jug with white slip decoration, handle detail shown in inset. 
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Figure A2.15: WC 93Deritend jug sherds with white slip curvilinear ?foliate decoration  

Accession: 1990A.248 & 2000A2.20.52 Provenance: Unknown 

 

This is a unique white slip pattern.  
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Figure A2.16: Deritend jug sherd decorated with thick white slip and roller-stamping 

Accession: 2000A2.85.1 Provenance:  West side of platform (1961 Boxes WC61 A7)  

 

 

Figure A2.17a : Deritend jug decorated  applied herringbone pattern 

Accession:2000A2.89.5 Provenance: mixed, see main text 

 

In Figure A2.17a the greener colour of the applied decoration is not as clear in the image as in real 

life.  It appears that the the raised decoration was brushed with copper oxide to bring out a contast 

with the rest of the body of  the pot. The contrast between the tan glaze and the green decoration is 
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clearer in Figure A2.17b (below). 

Figure A2.17b: Deritend jug with green decoration 

Accession 200A2.87.4 (left) 200A2.138 (right) Proveance: (see main report) 

 

 

Figure A2.18  Deritend ware jug handles  

Accession: 2000A2.20. and  M90 '50 (left);  2006.0141.3 (right) 

Provenance: Unknown (left); Moat M [3] (2) (right) 

 

FigureA2.18 shows the typical Deritend ware strap handle with square impressions giving a ladder-

like effect. Similarly decorated handles are found on Reduced Deritend ware. They owe nothing to 
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London-type ware and the North French style and seem to be a distinctly Birmingham trait. The 

blackening seen on WC13 was encountered on a number of these handles and appears to have been 

caused by burning or sooting.  

 

 

 

Figure A2.19: Deritend ware pipkin 

Accession: 2000A2.132 Provenance: Black marshy deposits (Tr 4 Bl)  

 

The lower part of the interior of the vessel is glazed. Both the exterior and interior are sooted/burnt. 

Several more sherds were found from this type of vessel. 
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Reduced Deritend Ware 

 
Figures A2.20-22 show just how distinctive the ware is. Despite its rather 'homespun' look the ware 

is found widely distributed in the region. It is not uncommon to find drilled holes for riveted repairs 

on these vessels, although they are not found on the decorated Deritend ware jugs. The often large 

capacity Deritend ware jugs were obviously valued and perhaps served an important function which  

is now lost to us. A large Reduced Deritend jug with drilled holes was found at Moor Street, 

Birmingham in association with sprouted oats. It is possible that the oats were used for brewing, in 

which case the Reduced Deritend ware jugs may have been used in ale-making. However, another 

possible explanation for the oats is that they were spoiled animal fodder, which could suggests that 

the jugs were associated with dairying. 

  

  

Figure A2.20: Reduced Deritend ware jug handles 

 

Accession: 2006.0141.9 Provenance: All from the Moat apart from one from Area K U / 4C Fl 3 

(possibly Floor 3 of the Timber Kitchen)  
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Figure A2.21: Reduced Deritend ware handles 

Accession: 2000A2.20.25 (left) 1990A 283 (right) Provenance : Unknown 

 

N.B. The sherd on the right hand side has evidence of a drilled repair hole just at the base of the 

handle (indicated by black arrow) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A2.22: Reduced Deritend ware handles 

Accession:1990A 283 Provenance: Unknown 
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Figure A2.23 WC1001 Fabric Deritendcpj 

Accession: 2000A2.42 Provenance: Nt B2 (Oswald 1962 Fig.6.1) 

 

 

Figure A2.24: Fabric Deritendcpj jar with neck cordon and applied curvilinear strips.  

Accession: 2006.0141.21  Provenance: Moat M [2] (1) 
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Figure A2.25: Fabric Deritendcpj possible cauldron foot 

Accession: 2006.0141.3 Provenance: Unknown 

 

 

Figure A2.26: Deritend Ware pipkin handle 

Accession: 2006.0141.3 Provenance:  Moat (3b/4b R1) 

 


